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ABSTRACT
One of the puzzles in the recent observations of gravitational waves from binary black hole mergers is
the observed low (projected) spins of the progenitor black holes. In two of the four events, GW150914,
and the recent GW170104, the observed spins are most likely negative (but consistent with zero). In
the third case LVT151012 it is practically zero and only in the forth case, GW151226, the spin is
positive but low. These observations are puzzling within the field binary scenario in which positive
higher spins are expected. Considering the most favorable Wolfe Rayet (WR) progenitors we estimate
the expected spin distribution for different evolution scenarios and compare it to the observations.
With typical parameters one expects a significant fraction (≥ 25%) of the mergers to have high
effective spin values. However due to uncertainties in the outcome of the common envelope phase
(typical separation and whether the stars are rotating or not) and in the late stages of massive star
evolution (the strength of the winds) one cannot rule our scenarios in which the expected spins are
low. While observations of high effective spin events will support this scenario, further observations
of negative spin events would rule it out.
Keywords: Gravitational waves; Black holes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational-wave astronomy begun in Sept 14th
2015 with LIGO’s discovery (Abbott et al. 2016b) of
GW150914, a binary black hole (BBH) merger. An ad-
ditional BBH merger, GW151226, as well as a merger
candidate, LVT151012 were discovered in LIGO’s O1
run. A forth event, GW170104 (Abbott et al. 2017),
was discovered in the O2 run that begun in the late
fall of 2016 and still continues now. All BBH mergers
discovered so far involved rather massive BHs with the
lightest one (observed in GW151226) is of 7.5m⊙.
Among the remarkable features of all four events are
the relatively low values of χeff , the mass-wighted av-
erage of the dimensionless spin components χ ≡ a/m,
projected along the orbital angular momentum, of the
individual BHs before they merged. While in none of the
cases χeff is large, in two cases the best fit values are neg-
ative (but the error bars don’t exclude zero), in one case
it is practically zero and only in the forth case this value
is positive but small. These values are best fitted by a
low-isotropic spin distribution (Farr et al. 2017 and see
also Vitale et al. 2017) and are at some “tension” with
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the expectations from field binary evolution scenarios
that suggest that the individual spins should be aligned
with the orbital angular momentum axis and at least
in a significant fraction of the events the spins should
be large (Zaldarriaga et al. 2017; Hotokezaka & Piran
2017). We compare here the observed distribution
with the one expected in the most favorable evo-
lutionary scenarios involving WR stars and discuss
whether the observations disfavor field binary evolution
models (Belczynski et al. 2016, 2017; Stevenson et al.
2017; Postnov & Kuranov 2017) and support capture
models (Rodriguez et al. 2016; O’Leary et al. 2016;
Antonini & Rasio 2016; Bartos et al. 2017; Sasaki et al.
2016; Bird et al. 2016; Blinnikov et al. 2016; Kashlinsky
2016) in which the spins are expected to be randomly
oriented.
The essence of the argument concerning that suggests
a large χeff in field binary BH is the following: (i) To
merge within a Hubble time, tH, the initial semi-major
axis of the BBH at the moment of the formation of the
second BH, a, should not be too large. (ii) With a rela-
tively small a the stars feel a significant tidal force and
their spin tends to be synchronized with the orbital mo-
tion. (iii) If synchronized, the short orbital period im-
plies that the progenitor’s spin χ∗ ≡ Sc/Gm
2 (where m
is the BH’s mass, S its spin angular momentum, G is
2the gravitational constant, and c is the speed of light) is
large: χ ≥ χ∗(tH), where χ∗(tH) is the spin parameter
of a star in a binary that will merge in a Hubble time.
Therefore, χ∗(tH)/2 . χeff . 1/2 if only the secondary
has been synchronized. χ∗(tH) . χeff . 1 if both pro-
genitors have been synchronized.
We discuss first, in §2, the gravitational wave obser-
vations as well as observations of galactic X-ray binaries
containing BHs. In §3, following this chain of arguments,
we express the initial semi-major axis, a, in terms of the
the merger time, tc, and we estimate χ∗(tc). We express
the dimensionless BH spin χ in terms of the progenitor’s
parameters. In §5, using these estimates we calculate
the expected spin distribution in different scenarios and
compare it to the gravitational-wave observations.
2. OBSERVATIONS
Binary BH Mergers: Some basic observed properties
of the BBH merger events are summarized in Table I.
The most interesting ones for our purpose are the BHs’
masses, their χeff values and the final BH spin. This
latter quantity is defined as:
χeff ≡
m1χ1 +m2χ2
mtot
where χ1,2 ≡
c~S1,2 · Lˆ
Gm21,2
, (1)
and mtot = m1 + m2 and Lˆ is a unit vector in the di-
rection of the system’s orbital angular momentum ~L.
The limits on χeff are obtained from the observations
of the gravitational wave signals before the merger. The
lack of extended ringdown phases also puts limits on the
spins of the final BHs, af . The fact that those are of or-
der 0.6 − 0.7 and not close to unity is an independent
evidence that the initial aligned spins of the BHs were
not close to unity. Had the initial aligned spins been
large, the final spin of the merged BHs would have been
very close to unity and would have had a long ringdown
phase. Thus the final spin and the initial spins estimates
are consistent. Indeed, the final spin is slightly larger
(0.74+0.06
−0.06) for GW151226, the only case for which the
nominal value of χeff = 0.21
+0.20
−0.10 is positive.
Fig. 1 describes the observed χeff distribution in terms
of the corresponding four Gaussians describing approx-
imately the χeff posterior distributions of the observed
events and the resulting combined spin distribution for
the whole sample.
Galactic BHs in X-ray binaries: Observations of X-
ray binaries involving BHs, albeit smaller mass ones,
can also shed some light on the problem at hand. In
particular observations of two such systems that include
massive (> 10m⊙) BHs, Cyg X-1 and GRS 1915+105,
provide a good evidence that these massive BHs formed
in situ, in a direct implosion and without a kick (Mirabel
2016). For example, Cyg X-1 moves at 9 ± 2 km/s rel-
ative to the stellar association Cygnus OB3, indicating
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Figure 1. The distribution of the observed spins. We
have approximated each observed distribution as a Gaus-
sian whose mean value and 90% confidence interval are the
same to the values shown in Abbott et al. (2016a, 2017) (see
Farr et al. 2017). Also shown is a combined distribution of
the four Gaussians.
that it could have lost at most 1 ± 0.3m⊙ at forma-
tion. Furthermore, the minuscule eccentricity of Cyg X-
1, 0.018 ± 0.0003, (Orosz et al. 2011) suggests that the
orbit has been circularized during the binary evolution
and the collapse didn’t give the system a significant kick
that disturbed the circular orbit. In addition, Mandel
(2016) shows that large natal kicks, > 80 km/s, are not
required to explain the observed positions of low-mass
X-ray binaries.
Estimates of the spins of the relevant BHs
(McClintock et al. 2014) suggest that in these two sys-
tems a/m > 0.95. Three other BHs, LMC X-1, M33 X-
7, and 4U 1543-47, whose masses are larger than 9m⊙,
have χ > 0.8. Only one BH with a mass > 9m⊙,
XTE J1550-564 has a significantly lower values (χ =
0.34+.20
−.28). It is important to note that these large spins
must be obtained at birth as accretion cannot spin up a
massive BH to such a high spin value.
3. MERGER TIME, ORBITAL SEPARATION AND
SYNCHRONIZATION.
Assuming circular orbits the merger time, due to grav-
itational radiation driven orbital decay, is:
tc ≈ 10 Gyr
(
2q2
1 + q
)(
a
44R⊙
)4(
m2
30M⊙
)−3
, (2)
where q ≡ m2/m1. Note that we assume circular or-
bits here and elsewhere. This simplifying assumption is
based on the expectation that the orbit will be circu-
larized during the binary evolution and that it won’t be
affected by the collapse on the secondary. It is supported
by the observations of binaries containing massive BHs,
reported earlier (see §2).
Tidal forces exerted by the primary will tend to syn-
chronize the secondary. If fully synchronized the final
3Event m1 m2 mtot χeff af
[m⊙] [m⊙] [m⊙]
GW150914 36.2+5.2−3.8 29.1
+3.7
−4.4 65.3
+4.1
−3.4 −0.06
+0.14
−0.14 0.68
+0.05
−0.06
GW151226 14.2+8.3−3.7 7.5
+2.3
−2.3 21.8
+5.9
−1.7 0.21
+0.20
−0.10 0.74
+0.06
−0.06
LVT151012 23+18−6 13
+4
−5 37
+13
−4 0.0
+0.3
−0.2 0.66
+0.09
−0.10
GW170104 31.2+8.4−6.0 19.4
+5.3
−5.9 50.7
+5.9
−5.0 −0.12
+0.21
−0.30 0.64
+0.09
−0.20
Table 1. Parameters of the BBH mergers detected during LIGO’s O1 and O2 runs. The parameters are median values with
90% confidence intervals. The values are taken from Abbott et al. (2016a, 2017).
stellar spin would equal:
χ2≈ 0.5 q
1/4
(
1 + q
2
)1/8 ( ǫ
0.075
)( R2
2R⊙
)2
(
m2
30M⊙
)−13/8(
tc
1Gyr
)−3/8
, (3)
where ǫ characterizes the star’s moment of inertia I2 ≡
ǫm2R
2
2. The progenitor’s spin, χ, increases with the
progenitors size and decreases when tc increases. Thus,
a compact progenitor star that formed at a high redshift
produces a low spin BH while a large progenitor formed
recently collapses to a large spin BH (see Kushnir et al.
2016).
The synchronization process takes place over tsyn:
tsyn≈ 20 Myr
( ǫ
0.075
)( E2
10−5
)−1(
R
2R⊙
)−7
(
(1 + q)31/24
q33/8
)(
m2
30M⊙
)47/8(
tc
1Gyr
)17/8
,(4)
where E2, is a dimensionless quantity introduced by
Zahn (1975) characterizing the inner structure of the
star. E2 is ∼ 10
−7–10−4 for massive main sequence stars
and Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars (Zahn 1975; Kushnir et al.
2017). The characteristic values used in Eq. (4) cor-
respond to a WR star. For WR stars, tsynWR can be
expressed, following (Kushnir et al. 2016):
tsynWR ≈ 10 Myr q
−1/8
(
1 + q
2q
)31/24 (
tc
1 Gyr
)17/8
.(5)
Because of their short stellar lifetime, WR stars are
not necessarily synchronized in binary systems even with
tc of a few hundreds Myr. Therefore the final stellar spin
depends on (i) χi, the spins of the stars at the begin-
ning of the WR phase (ii) on the ratio of tsyn and the
lifetime of the WR star, tWR and (iii) on the angular mo-
mentum loss timescale during the WR phase, twind (see
Kushnir et al. 2016; Hotokezaka & Piran 2017). With
these parameters, we solve the following equation to ob-
tain the stellar spin parameter at the end of the WR
phase (Kushnir et al. 2016):
χ˙∗ =
χsyn
tsyn
(
1−
χ∗
χsyn
)8/3
−
χ∗
twind
, (6)
where χsyn is the stellar spin parameter in the synchro-
nized state.
4. COLLAPSE AND THE BH SPIN
One can expect that, unless there is too much an-
gular momentum (that is for χ∗ ≤ 1), the collaps-
ing star implodes and the BH that forms swallows
all the collapsing stellar mass1. If χ∗ > 1 a frac-
tion of the matter will be ejected carrying the ex-
cess angular momentum and leading to a BH with
χ ≤ 1 (Stark & Piran 1985; O’Connor & Ott 2011;
Sekiguchi & Shibata 2011). Thus we expect that
χBH ≈


1 if χ∗ ≥ 1,
χ∗ if χ∗ < 1.
(7)
One may wonder if there are caveats to this conclu-
sion. First, is it possible that matter is ejected during
the collapse to a BH even if χ∗ < 1? This will, of course,
change the relation between the progenitor’s spin and
the BH’s spin. Second is mass ejected isotropically? If
not the BH will receive a kick and the BBH will be put
into an elliptical orbit (that will merge faster). The kick
may also change the resulting BH spin. Since the initial
spin is in the direction of the orbital angular momen-
tum the kick may reduce the spin component along this
direction. Clearly these issues can be addressed by a
detailed numerical study of collapse to a BH. However,
as discussed in §2 observations of binaries containing
massive (> 10m⊙) BHs, Cyg X-1 and GRS 1915+105
provide a good evidence that massive BHs form in situ
in a direct implosion and without a kick (Mirabel 2016).
Estimates of spins of accreting massive BHs give an in-
dependent support to this conclusion.
5. A COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS AND
IMPLICATIONS
Hotokezaka & Piran (2017) examined the expected
χeff for BBH binaries of different types (see their Fig. 2).
Either red or blue giant progenitors are easily ruled out.
1 The original stellar mass could be larger but this lost in an
earlier phase due to winds (Mirabel 2016).
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Figure 2. The cumulative χeff distribution for the O1 and O2 observing runs and for the WR binary scenario with different
parameters. For the fiducial model (a blue solid line in the four upper panels), the BBH formation history follows the cosmic
SFR, the two stars are synchronized at the beginning of the WR phase, the merger delay-time distribution is ∝ t−1 with a
minimal time delay of tc,min = 10 Myr and the wind timescale is twind = 0.3Myr. We set the mass ratio, q = 1, andmtot = 60M⊙
for all the model. Also shown as a black dashed curve is the low-isotropic spin model in Farr et al. (2017). The two bottom
panels show models that deviate strongly from this fiducial choice (e.g. tc,min = 100 Myr). In the left bottom panel the WR
stars are not synchronized initially (χi = 0) and with the strong wind and long merger time delay distributions that follow the
SFR or LGRB rates produce very narrow low χeff distributions. A constant formation rate gives here a better fit to the data.
In the right bottom panel the stars are initially synchronized with a very strong wind and the long delay time the distribution
is consistent with the observations.
Even regular main sequence stars would lead to pro-
genitors’ spin values that are much larger than unity.
The only possible candidates are Pop III stars, that
have in fact been predicted to produce massive BBHs
(Kinugawa et al. 2014) and WR stars, stripped massive
stars that have lost their H and He envelopes. As men-
tioned earlier, the observed spin values are low even for
those. The “tension” appeared already in the first de-
tection of GW150914 and it was intensified with the
additional observations and in particular with the ob-
servation of GW170104.
To clarify this issue we turn now to compare these re-
sults with predictions from a χeff distribution of BBHs
(see Zaldarriaga et al. 2017; Hotokezaka & Piran 2017).
Here we focus on WR stars. To form massive BHs
evolutionary scenarios require low metallicity progeni-
tors (otherwise the mass loss would be very significant).
Long GRBs (LGRBs) are known to arise preferably in
low metallicity hosts2. Therefore we use the redshift dis-
tribution of long GRB rate (Wanderman & Piran 2010)
to estimate the rate of formation of BBH progenitors.
We also consider BBH formation rates that follow the
cosmic star formation rate (SFR, Madau & Dickinson
2014) and a constant BBH formation rate. The result-
ing distribution of the SFR model is not very different
2 From a theoretical point of view it has been suggested that
strong winds that arise in higher metallicity progenitors will pre-
vent fast rotation which is probably needed to produce a LGRB.
5from the one that follows LGRBs. On the other hand
the results for a constant BBH formation rate are quite
different as this produces a significant fraction of bina-
ries formed at low redshifts that have to merge rapidly
and hence have small initial separations.
We expect that the rate of mergers follows the BBH
formation rate with a time delay tc whose probabil-
ity is distributed as ∝ t−1c . We consider a minimal
time delay of 1 Myr (corresponding to an initial sep-
aration of 3 · 1011cm), 10 Myr (5.4 · 1011cm), or 100
Myr (1012cm) between the formation of the BBH and its
merger. These differences are important as the synchro-
nization time depends strongly on the separation and
hence on tc (see Eqs. 4 and 5). We also consider different
timescales of twind ≡ Js/J˙s, where Js is the spin angular
momentum of the star, with stronger winds correspond-
ing to shorter twind values. With these assumptions we
obtain several probability distributions for the observed
χeff values. In general, the field binary scenario pre-
dicts a bimodal χeff distribution with low and high spin
peaks (see Zaldarriaga et al. 2017; Hotokezaka & Piran
2017 for simple models and Belczynski et al. 2017;
Postnov & Kuranov 2017 for population synthesis stud-
ies). Here the high spin peak corresponds to tidally syn-
chronized binaries.
Fig. 2 depicts the integrated observed distribution of
χeff compared with several WR models. One can see
the large variety of the resulting χeff distribution: some
models give a very large fraction of high χeff mergers,
while for others χeff is concentrated around zero. The
models with the lowest χeff distributions are those in
which the progenitors (i) are not synchronized at the
beginning of the WR phase (χi = 0); (ii) have a strong
wind3 (twind = 0.1 Myr) and (iii) have a long minimal
time delay (tc,min = 100 Myr) - corresponding to a large
initial separation. The question whether one or two of
the progenitors is influenced by the tidal interaction is
secondary as it determines the largest χeff values (> 0.4
or > 0.8) that have not been observed so far.
Models with χi = 1, a moderate wind (twind =
0.3Myr) and a long delay (100 Myr) in which the BBH
formation rate follows the SFR or LGRBs rates are con-
sistent with the data (apart from the nominal negative
values, of course, but those could be due to the large
measurement errors). The top four panels compare dif-
ferent models to a fiducial model in which both pro-
genitors are spinning rapidly at the end of the common
envelope phase χi = 1, twind = 0.3 Myr, tc,min = 10Myr,
and the BBH formation rate following the cosmic SFR.
The lower two panels depict more extreme models. Here
3 Note however that such winds might not be consistent with
very massive remnants.
we find that if all the above conditions are satisfied then
the resulting χeff distribution (for SFR or LGRB rate)
is too narrowly centered around zero. A better fit to the
data is obtained under these conditions if the BBH for-
mation rate is a constant (see bottom left panel of Fig.
2). Even if one of the progenitor stars is synchronized at
the end of the common envelope phase (χi = 1) a strong
enough wind (twind = 0.1 Myr) can lead to sufficient loss
of angular momentum so that the final χeff distributions
would be very low (see bottom right panel of Fig. 2).
With just four observations it is difficult to obtain a
quantitative estimate for the quality of the fit. Even
with the two negative nominal χeff values the models
that look qualitatively fine are consistent with the data.
The KS measure, DKS = 0.5, of these models yields
chance probability of ∼ 20%, which is roughly consis-
tent with the ∼ 15% probability that χeff of GW 170104
is positive (Abbott et al. 2017). Other models that as-
sume that even one of the stars is synchronized early
on, or that twind is large (0.3 or 1 Myr) or that the
minimal merger time is short are qualitatively incon-
sistent with the observed distribution and their quanti-
tative chance probability < 0.5% even with this small
number of events.
The error bars of the χeff estimates are not taken into
account in this KS analysis. In order to take the rel-
atively large measurement errors of χeff into account
when comparing different models with the data, we eval-
uate the odds ratios between the marginal likelihoods
of different field evolution models following Farr et al.
(2017). Here we calculate the marginal likelihood of each
model for the four events, pi(d|M) and then combine
them as p(d|M) =
∏
i pi(d|M). Tables 2 and 3 list the
odds ratios of these different models to the low-isotropic
spin model of (Farr et al. 2017), p(d|M)/p(d|Low Iso).
Note that this low-isotropic spin model is the most fa-
vorable one among the simple models used in (Farr et al.
2017). None of the field binary evolution models has
an odds ratio larger than unity so that the low-isotropic
spin model is more consistent with the observed χeff dis-
tribution than our aligned WR binary models. However,
many of the models satisfying the conditions mentioned
above have p(d|M)/p(d|Low Iso) & 0.1. These cannot
be ruled out with the current χeff distribution of the
four observed events.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Before discussing the implications of these findings we
turn, once more, to possible caveats. We have already
argued that observations of Galactic binaries including
massive BHs provide a good evidence for our model for
the formation of massive BHs (no kick and no mass loss).
It seems that the main open issues are (i) the question of
the spins of the BHs at the end of the common envelope
6Model (tc,min) twind = 0.1 Myr twind = 0.3 Myr twind = 1 Myr
SFR (1Myr) 0.12 (0.20) 0.05 (0.17) 0.002 (0.07)
LGRB (1Myr) 0.13 (0.21) 0.07 (0.19) 0.004 (0.09)
Const (1Myr) 0.05 (0.11) 0.008 (0.06) < 0.001 (0.01)
SFR (10Myr) 0.22 (0.33) 0.10 (0.29) 0.004 (0.12)
LGRB (10Myr) 0.23 (0.33) 0.13 (0.31) 0.008 (0.14)
Const (10Myr) 0.12 (0.24) 0.02 (0.13) < 0.001 (0.03)
SFR (100Myr) 0.46 (0.55) 0.21 (0.57) 0.01 (0.26)
LGRB (100Myr) 0.45 (0.53) 0.25 (0.59) 0.02 (0.31)
Const (100Myr) 0.46 (0.67) 0.07 (0.44) < 0.001 (0.11)
Table 2. Odds ratio of the models to the low-isotropic spin model for initially synchronized WR binaries and double (single)
synchronization.
Model (tc,min) twind = 0.1 Myr twind = 0.3 Myr twind = 1 Myr
SFR (1Myr) 0.12 (0.21) 0.11 (0.20) 0.10 (0.18)
LGRB (1Myr) 0.13 (0.22) 0.11 (0.21) 0.10 (0.19)
Const (1Myr) 0.05 (0.12) 0.04 (0.10) 0.03 (0.08)
SFR (10Myr) 0.21 (0.34) 0.19 (0.32) 0.18 (0.30)
LGRB (10Myr) 0.22 (0.34) 0.20 (0.33) 0.19 (0.31)
Const (10Myr) 0.13 (0.26) 0.10 (0.22) 0.09 (0.20)
SFR (100Myr) 0.46 (0.56) 0.41 (0.59) 0.39 (0.58)
LGRB (100Myr) 0.44 (0.54) 0.40 (0.57) 0.39 (0.56)
Const (100Myr) 0.48 (0.70) 0.39 (0.70) 0.36 (0.66)
Table 3. Same as Table 2 but for initially non-rotating WR binaries.
phase, (ii) the separation at the end of the common en-
velope phase, that determines the tidal locking process
and (iii) the effect of winds on the final spin.
Turning now to the results, Clearly the negative ob-
served values are inconsistent with the model (unless
there are significant kicks at the formation of the BHs).
However, the large error bars of these measurements
don’t allow us to rule out any scenario. The ob-
served low aligned spin values are at some “tension”
with the expectations of the standard evolutionary sce-
nario if one takes the fiducial values we considered here
(see also Kushnir et al. 2016; Hotokezaka & Piran 2017;
Zaldarriaga et al. 2017). However, even for these pa-
rameters the small number statistics is insufficient to
make any clear conclusions. More important are the
uncertainties in the outcome of the common envelope
phase (whether the stars are synchronized or not at the
end of this phase), in the strength of the wind at the late
stages of the evolution of these massive stars, in the min-
imal time delay for mergers (corresponding to the mini-
mal separation and hence to the importance of the tidal
locking process) and finally in the tidal synchronization
process itself. For example, it is clear that strong enough
winds would reduce the final spin of the stars. However,
one may wonder if such strong winds are consistent with
the very massive BHs observed. Note that twind = 0.1
Myr roughly corresponds to a mass loss of 10−4.5m⊙/yr
which is at the level of the strong winds of the observed
WR stars (Crowther 2007; Vink & Harries 2017).
Both the SFR and LGRB rates are favorable as prox-
ies for the BBH formation rate. In both cases most
of the formation takes place at early times, allowing for
large initial separations. The resulting χeff distributions
arising from these two scenarios are practically indistin-
guishable. A constant BBH formation rate implies more
recent formation events and hence shorter merger times
leading to larger χeff values. Still with extreme param-
eters even this distribution can be made consistent with
the current data.
High redshift WR stars are the best candidates for
being progenitors with low χeff . They gain from having
a long merger times, that allows them to begin with
a relatively large separation that implies much weaker
synchronization. However, this is not enough and strong
or moderate winds (for progenitors that are non-rotating
at the end of the common envelope phase) are essential
7for consistency with the current distribution. A longer
minimal time delay (corresponding to larger separations
at the birth of BBHs) helps, but is insufficient to lead
to consistency.
To conclude we note that a comparison of the cur-
rently observed O1 and O2 χeff values with the models
show some tension, however it does not rule out evolu-
tionary models based on WR stars. In fact some models
are almost as consistent as the best fitted low-isotropic
spin model of Farr et al. (2017). While many models
predict a significant fraction (> 25%) of large (> 0.4
for singly synchronized and > 0.8 for double synchro-
nization) χeff events, some produce distributions that
are concentrated around positive very low χeff values.
The question which models are consistent depends on
largely unexplored late stage evolution of very massive
stars. Given these results it seems that while a signifi-
cant fraction of high χeff mergers will strongly support
the field evolutionary scenario, lack of those will be hard
to interpret. It may indicate another scenario or, for ex-
ample, strong winds that remove the spin angular mo-
mentum. On the other hand a significant fraction of neg-
ative χeff merger will be difficult to reconcile with this
scenario, unless the BHs’ angular momentum is domi-
nated by very strong natal kicks.
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